VIEWPOINT

THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE
MORTGAGE INDUSTRY

For the mortgage business, where turnaround time,
security and fast resolution are pillars of operational
efficiency, remote working created challenges that had an
impact on costs. To better understand these challenges
and how digital transformation can help overcome them,
Infosys surveyed more than 300 banking and nonbanking
mortgage providers.

Operational challenges
and costs escalated
The pandemic unleashed operational
challenges on mortgage providers when
lockdowns were suddenly imposed.
This raised concerns about data security,
employee productivity, and loan application
turnaround time. Eighty-four percent of
respondents in our global survey state that
remote working had a significant impact
on data security and resulted in higher
application rejections.
Productivity also took a hit since employees

Pandemic-related regulatory measures,

Many survey respondents seem optimistic

such as moratoriums on forbearance,

and feel that the worst is behind us. When

eviction, and foreclosure aimed at

asked if they anticipated an increase in

protecting borrowers increased the cost

defaults in the next 6 to 12 months, nearly

of systems and processes for mortgage

74% said that they did not. These factors

providers. Running remote contact centers

contrast starkly with the dynamics of

is expensive. These led to operational costs

oversupply in 2008 and the consequent

escalating for mortgage providers. Nearly

market crash.

87% of respondents said that operational
origination costs increased while 82%

Tempering expectations is still recommended

reported that operational servicing costs

though. Despite the low likelihood of loan

were higher.

defaults, the salutary combination of high
housing demand, low inventory, and near-

Loan defaults unlikely
to be as bad as 2008

could no longer resolve queries across the

zero interest rates will not prevail forever.
Currently, housing supply is down because
sellers are withdrawing from the market while
rising construction costs and labor shortages

table, as they would prior to the pandemic.

Across the globe, governments have been

While lenders have taken measures to adapt

are stalling new inventory movement. Thus

providing unprecedented levels of support to

to the new landscape over the past year,

far, government measures have focused on

businesses and citizens. Indeed, the housing

productivity has yet to reach pre-COVID

fortifying demand; but once they introduce

market in many regions has heated up,

levels.

support to suppliers through incentives to

stimulated by low interest rates, government

builders and reduced duties on construction

incentives, supply and demand pressures,
While respondents chose not to disclose

material, the supply-demand balance will

and changing consumer preferences due

the number and nature of security incidents

be restored. Then, as interest rates increase

to new working environments. All this

faced, it was clear from their responses that

and refinancing demand flags, the property

has pushed housing prices up and we are

data security was top-of-mind, particularly in

market will cool down. This correction is

unlikely to see a financial crisis such as the

the remote working environment. However,

inevitable because it is simply impossible to

devasting one in 2008.

sustain 15% surge in property prices when

many lenders are swiftly addressing

the average wage hike is only 2-3%.

this issue through progressive feedback

The salutary combination of high housing

mechanisms.

demand, low inventory, and near-zero

Data security was top-ofmind, particularly
in the remote working environment.
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interest rates will not prevail forever.

A positive outlook
towards digital
Market dynamics such as changing customer
expectations and a growing trend towards
‘mobile first/digital everything’ will bring
about changes within the mortgage
industry. Many of the respondents believe
that, in the next 24 months, the mortgage
industry will adopt this trend due to the
growing customer demand for digital
services. The pandemic has accelerated
this demand as customers swarm to digital

next 2 years, 77% of respondents named

challenges, but lenders are fast adapting

‘customer expectations’. Unsurprisingly,

to the new normal. Over the next two

‘mobile first/digital everything’ came a

years, mortgage providers expect to face

close second. Respondents also said that

further disruption brought on by changing

‘originator profitability’ would be a key

customer expectations for mobile-first and

deciding factor since lenders will want to

digitalized offerings.

see returns on their digital investments. 41%
gauged the impact of originator profitability
to be ‘significant’ while an identical number
said its impact would be ‘fair’.

The key lies in
digitization

About the Infosys
global survey
The Infosys survey covered 308 global
mortgage providers from banking and
non-banking financial companies (NBFCs)
from North America, EMEA, and the ANZ

channels for contactless interactions.
COVID-19 has caused unprecedented

region. 76% of the respondents work in

Lenders must fulfil these customer

upheaval in the mortgage industry.

the mortgage practices of various banks

expectations of end-to-end digital offerings

Businesses were forced to work remotely

and the remaining 24% represent NBFCs. 1

or risk losing their customers to new-age

almost overnight, and lenders had

out of every 2 respondents is a CXO. 2 out

digital rivals. The survey findings echo this

to advance and scale their digital

of 3 organizations surveyed have assets

reality: when asked which market dynamics

transformation plans in order to cope.

exceeding US $20 billion.

would impact their business the most in the

Remote working created a slew of
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